Update on Commitments
  • Committed:
    o Rental housing support: Approximately 20 with 5-10 families
    o AFC: 20
    o Catholic Charities: 20 project-based for vets
    o Heartland Housing: number TBD but will make commitment between Mod Rehab and S+C units
  
  • A Commitment Form will be sent to all permanent supportive housing providers ASAP by CSH and CAEH. This will ask for units that will be available in the fall and in 2011.

Linking People with Housing and Systems Integration
  • Madeline Shea and Abi Peterman of AIDS Foundation will work together to make the matrix of housing type and entry requirements to facilitate the housing match process
  • It was also discussed and determined that a Systems Integration Team (SIT) should be created for 100k Homes, modeled after the Chicago Housing for Health Partnership of AIDS Foundation of Chicago. Outreach staff and housing providers meet weekly to decide the best housing match per client.

Next Meeting: Week of Aug. 2, after Leadership Team meeting